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Electron-limiting defect complex in hyperdoped GaAs: The D DX center
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The physical properties and chemical trends of defects in GaAs under the hyperdoping situation are investigated
and found to be very different from those in the impurity limit. We show that at high dopant concentrations, a defect
complex denoted as the DDX center becomes the dominant “killer” to limit the electron carrier concentration,
whereas in the impurity limit, the electron carrier concentration is usually limited by the well-known DX center.
The DDX center shows some opposite chemical trends compared to the DX center. For example, to avoid the
DX center, anion site donors are preferred, but to avoid the DDX center, cation site donors are better. Our
proposed mechanism is able to explain some puzzling experimental observations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Introducing charged carriers into a semiconductor is a
critical process to functionalize the semiconductor for specific
electronic or optoelectronic device applications.1,2 In most
cases, this is done through doping. Due to its importance,
extensive studies have been carried out to understand the
mechanism of doping, including the stability of the defects,
the transition energy levels, the microscopic structures of
the defects, and the defect charge compensation.3,4 Most of
the previous studies are for defects in the impurity limit,
and various approaches have been proposed to overcome
the doping limit in semiconducting or insulating materials.5

For many semiconductors, however, hyperdoping (doping to
a high concentration) is required to improve the electronic
conductivity or modify the host band structure for next-
generation electronic and optical devices, such as bipolar
transistors, spintronic devices, or high-efficiency solar and
photoelectrochemical cells for energy production,6–9 espe-
cially as the size of the devices is reduced to the nanoscale.10,11

It is usually assumed that when the dopant concentration
increases from the impurity limit to the hyperdoping limit,
the general chemical trends of the stability of the defects
are preserved, except that defect bands can form through
the overlapping of the defect wave functions.12,13 Because
of this expectation, understanding obtained through studies of
isolated defects in a semiconductor is usually extrapolated to
interpret experimental results at high dopant concentrations.
However, we will show that this expectation may not be
valid, even for some important defects such as DX centers
in conventional semiconductor GaAs.

The DX center is an important defect in semiconductors
that converts a shallow donor into a deep level.14–17 Thus it
is a major “killer” defect for the saturation of free-electron
carrier concentration in the doping process.18–22 Because of
its importance, it has been extensively studied and discussed
in GaAs and other III-V and II-VI semiconductors.18–25 It is
well known that the DX center is formed by a large lattice
distortion that lowers a conduction-band-derived defect level
down into the band gap, which can trap extra electrons. The
lowering of the defect level gains electronic energy when it
becomes occupied and compensates the energy cost due to
the lattice distortion.22 Several structures for the DX center
have been proposed in the literature, such as the broken-bond

model (BB-DX) and the α and β cation-cation bond model
(CCB-DX).18–20,23 In general, DX centers can be stabilized by
pushing up the conduction band either by pressure, alloying,
or quantum confinement.16,17,24 For GaAs and other III-V and
II-VI semiconductors, calculations have shown that the cation
site donor-induced DX centers are easier to form than the
anion site donor-induced ones.23,25,26

All the previous studies are for isolated DX centers. This
is valid if the doping concentration is in the impurity limit.
However, if the dopant concentration is high, the stability and
chemical trends observed for the isolated DX center may not
hold anymore. This is because when a DX center traps an
extra electron and becomes negatively charged, it also creates
an ionized defect d, which donates the electron and is positively
charged. In heavily doped GaAs, the Coulomb interaction
between the negatively charged DX center and the positively
charged donor d tends to combine them into a defect complex
denoted here as the DDX center, which, as we will show
below, becomes the dominant “killer” defect limiting the free-
electron carrier concentration and has very different chemical
trends compared to the DX center. However, the structural
and electronic properties of the DDX center have never been
explicitly studied in previous theoretical investigations.

In this paper, using density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, we have calculated the formation of the DX and
DDX centers in GaAs. We show that the defect chemistry
under the hyperdoping situation is indeed different from that
in the impurity limit. We calculate both the group-IV donors,
such as Si, Ge, and Sn substitution on the Ga site, and the
group-VI donors, such as S, Se, and Te substitution on the
As site. For the DX center, our calculated results are in
agreement with previous calculations. The DDX center is
also a deep-level defect similar to the DX center, but its
physical properties and chemical trends are different from
those of the DX center. Due to the Coulomb attraction, the
formation energy of the DDX center is always lower than
that of the DX center. However, because the DX center only
involves one dopant atom but the DDX center involves two,
the formation of the DDX center is limited by the entropy
term. Therefore, the DDX center is negligible in the impurity
limit but becomes significant in the hyperdoping case, which
limits the free-electron carrier concentration. The anion site
dopant-induced DDX centers are easier to form than the cation
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site dopant-induced ones, which is the opposite of the trend of
the DX centers. Therefore, at low dopant concentration, the
anion site dopants are better choices to avoid the formation of
the DX centers, but at high dopant concentration the cation site
dopants are preferred to avoid the DDX centers. Furthermore,
to reduce the concentration of the DDX centers in order to get
better n-type performance, high-temperature annealing will be
helpful. The results can explain some puzzling experimental
observations in heavily doped GaAs.27,28

II. METHODS OF CALCULATIONS

The DFT calculations are performed using the local density
approximation (LDA)29 as implemented in the VASP code.30

The electron-ion interactions are described by projector aug-
mented wave pseudopotentials.31 The valence wave functions
are expanded in a plane-wave basis set with a cutoff energy of
300 eV. We have performed the calculations in a 64-atom
supercell with 4 × 4 × 4 k-point mesh for Brillouin zone
integration. We have also tested larger supercells and finer
k-point mesh, and the change of energy difference is not
significant. All the atoms in the supercell are allowed to relax
until the force on every atom is smaller than 0.02 eV/Å. The
calculated lattice constant of GaAs is 5.61 Å, which is in
good agreement with the experimental value of 5.65 Å. The
calculated band gap is 0.48 eV, while the experimental value
is 1.52 eV. Because the formation of DX and DDX centers
depends on the band gap, to partially correct the LDA band gap
error, an external pressure is applied to increase the calculated
band gap to 0.97 eV, closer to the experimental value. We want
to point out that the chemical trend studied here is not sensitive
to the band gap errors. Without the band gap correction, the
formation energies of both DX and DDX centers increase,
but all the energy trends discussed in the following section are
kept the same.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We first discuss the group-IV and group-VI donor-induced
DX centers in GaAs. The BB-DX center model is studied here
because it is expected to be the more stable one in GaAs.23 The
structures of the group-IV and group-VI donor-induced BB-
DX centers are displayed in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.
As discussed before,18,19,23,24 the bond between the dopant
atom and a host atom is broken, and the cation atom is displaced
along the [111] direction to the interstitial position. The local
symmetry changes from Td to C3v and the defect level converts
from shallow to deep, limiting the n-type doping process.

As we discussed above, the DX− center is formed by
grabbing an electron from another donor, making it ionized.
The reaction is 2d0 → DX− + d+, where the positively
charged donor and negatively charged DX center do not
interact with each other. Following the definition of Chadi
and Chang in Ref. 18, the formation energy of the DX center
is defined as32

�Ef (DX) = E(DX−) + E(d+) − 2E(d0), (1)

where E(DX−), E(d+), and E(d0) represent the individually
calculated total energies of the negatively charged DX

center, positively charged and neutral donors in Td symmetry,

FIG. 1. (Color online) The structures of the DX and DDX

centers in GaAs. (a) The structure of the group-IV dopant-induced
DX center; (b) the structure of the group-VI dopant-induced DX

center; (c) the structure of the group-IV dopant-induced DDX center;
(d) the structure of the group-VI dopant-induced DDX center. The
numbers indicate the net charge of the atoms with dangling bonds and
the ionized donor, according to the electron counting rule. The white,
green, and red balls represent As, Ga, and dopant atoms, respectively.

respectively. Negative value will mean the DX center is more
stable. Our calculated formation energies for the group-IV and
group-VI donor-induced DX centers are presented in Table I.
The trends of our calculated results are in good agreement with
previous calculations.23

Comparing the formation energy of the DX centers induced
by the group-IV and group-VI donors, it is clear that the group-
IV donor-induced DX centers are more stable than the group-
VI donor-induced ones. This is explained by the energy of the
lone pair electrons of the DX centers (Fig. 2). For the group-IV
dopant case, the lone pair is localized on the displaced dopant
atom, while for the group-VI dopant case, it is localized on
the displaced Ga atom. The energy of the lone pair DX level
depends on the electronegativity of the atom on which the
lone pair locates. The larger the electronegativity, the more
stable the lone pair is. Therefore, because the group-IV dopant
is more electronegative than Ga, the group-IV donor-induced
DX centers are in general more stable than those induced by
the group-VI donors, which indicates that the anion site donors
should be used in lightly doped GaAs.

Next, we check the stability of the DDX structure. With
ab initio calculations, we have tested various configurations
of the DDX centers, and the most stable ones induced by the
group-IV and group-VI dopants are displayed in Figs. 1(c)

TABLE I. The formation energies of the DX and DDX centers
induced by the group-IV and group-VI dopants. Negative value
indicates the DX or DDX centers are stable. The DDX binding
energies are also presented.

Dopant �Ef (DX) (meV) �Ef (DDX) (meV) Eb (meV)

Si 158 −24a −182
Ge −69 −257 −188
Sn 12 −173 −185

S 369 −296 −665
Se 235 −229 −464
Te 46 −200 −246

aThe Si-induced CCB-DDX is 110 meV more stable than the BB-
DDX presented here. It does not change the fact that the DDX center
is more easily formed on the anion site.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The charge density of the defect state of
the group-IV dopant-induced DX center. The charge density of the
group-VI dopant-induced DX center is similar. The white, green, and
red balls represent As, Ga, and dopant atoms, respectively.

and 1(d), respectively. To understand these geometries, we
propose a simple model based on the Coulomb interaction and
electron counting rule. In GaAs, each bond has two electrons.
Since the Ga atom has three valence electrons and As has
five, in terms of electron counting, the Ga atom contributes
3/4 electrons and As contributes 5/4 to each bond. When a
DX center is formed, a Ga-As bond is broken. According to
the electron counting rule, the Ga site needs 5/4 electrons to
fill the dangling bond and the As site needs 3/4 electrons.
For the group-IV dopant case, the dopant atom replaces the
displaced Ga atom. Because the group-IV atom has already one
more valence electron than Ga, it only needs 5/4 − 1 = 1/4
electrons to fill its dangling bond state; therefore, when an extra
electron is captured by the DX center, because the group-IV
site traps 1/4 electrons and the As site traps 3/4 electrons to
fill their dangling bonds, the group-IV site is −1/4 charged
and the As site is −3/4 charged. When the DDX center is
formed, the +1 charged donor prefers to stay close to the
−3/4 charged As site to maximize the Coulomb attraction, as
shown in Fig. 1(c). For the group-VI dopant, it replaces the
As atom. Because it has one more valence electron than As,
this site actually donates 1/4 electron to the displaced Ga site
when the DX is formed by capturing an extra electron on the
displaced Ga site. Therefore, in this case, the group-VI atom
site is +1/4 charged, whereas the displaced Ga site is −5/4
charged. When the DDX center is formed, the +1 charged
donor prefers to stay close to the −5/4 charged Ga site to
maximize the Coulomb attraction, as shown in Fig. 1(d).

The DDX center is formed from the reaction 2d0 → DDX.
In the supercell calculations, initially the two donors are
calculated in separate supercells, respectively. After the DDX

center is formed, the two dopant atoms are in one supercell,
leaving the other one pure undoped GaAs. Therefore, the
formation energy of the DDX center is defined as

�Ef (DDX) = E(DDX) + E(GaAs) − 2E(d0), (2)

where E(DDX) and E(GaAs) are the individually calculated
total energies of the DDX center and undoped GaAs host,
respectively. The results for both group-IV and group-VI
dopants are listed in Table I. For all these dopants, the DDX

centers are more stable than the DX centers, which indicates
attractive Coulomb interaction energy. Specifically, for the
group-IV dopant-induced DDX centers, the trend of formation
energies stays the same as that of the DX centers. However,
for the group-VI dopant case, the DDX center becomes more
stable as the dopant size decreases, which is the opposite of
the trend of the DX centers. Furthermore, if we compare the
formation energies of the DDX centers between the group-IV
and group-VI doped systems, we find that the anion site
(group-VI) dopant-induced DDX centers are easier to form
than the cation site (group-IV) dopant-induced ones, which is
again the opposite of the trend of the DX centers.

To further analyze the results, we define the binding energy
as

Eb = E(DDX) + E(GaAs) − E(DX−) − E(d+)

= �Ef (DDX) − �Ef (DX), (3)

The calculated values are also presented in Table I. The more
negative value indicates that the binding is stronger. We see
that the binding of the group-VI dopant is always stronger
than that of the group-IV dopant. For the group-IV dopant,
the binding energy is almost the same as the dopant changes.
In contrast, the binding of the group-VI dopant becomes
stronger as the dopant size decreases. The calculated results
are explained as follows: The Coulomb interaction of the
DDX center can be given by q1q2/4πε0εr , where ε0 and ε are
the dielectric constants of the vacuum and GaAs, respectively.
q1 and q2 are the effective charges of the DX− and d+, and r

is the distance between them. The effective charge center of
the DX− is on the broken Ga-As bond, closer to As for the
group-IV dopant and closer to Ga for the group-VI dopant,
whereas the effective d+ charge center is on the donor site. For
the group-IV dopants, as the distance between the positively
charged donor and the negatively charged DX center is
relatively large, the Coulomb binding ∼ −180 meV is thus
relatively weak. Furthermore, because the electronegativities
of Si, Ge, and Sn are close and the distance between two
dopant atoms is large, the Coulomb binding does not change
much when the group-IV dopant changes. For the group-VI
dopants, the distance r is relatively small and the negative
charge on the displaced Ga site is large, so its Coulomb binding
is strong, −250 ∼ −660 meV. As the size of the group-VI
atoms decreases from Te to Se to S, the bond length decreases,
so the magnitude of the binding energy Eb increases.

Because the DDX center involves two dopant atoms, it
is not easily formed at finite temperature with low dopant
concentration because of the entropy contribution. Thus, it
is valid in previous studies to neglect the existence of the
DDX centers when the dopant concentration is low. However,
at high dopant concentration, especially for hyperdoping, the
DDX centers will become important defects due to the strong
binding energy. To quantify this effect, we consider the effect
of the dopant concentration on the population of the DDX

center. Assuming no spatial correlation, the concentrations of
the regular (Td symmetry) donor (Nd), the DX center (NDX−),
and the DDX center (NDDX) are given by

Nd = Ne−�Hd/kBT , NDX− =αNe−�HDX− /kBT ,
(4)

NDDX = βNe−�HDDX/kBT , Ntot = Nd + NDX + 2NDDX,
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The populations of the regular donor, DX

center and DDX center as a function of the total dopant concentration.
At low dopant concentration, due to the entropy term, the DDX center
is negligible. However, for hyperdoping, the DDX center becomes
dominant.

where N is the concentration of the host lattice site, α and β are
the site degeneracies for the DX and DDX centers, and Ntot

is the total concentration of the dopant in the system. Note
that �HDDX − 2�Hd = �Ef (DDX) is just the formation
energy of the DDX center defined above. We take the GaAs:Se
system as an example. The temperature T is set to 800 K.
The populations of the regular donor, DX center, and DDX

center versus the total dopant concentration are plotted in
Fig. 3. Because the DX center is less stable for Se doping,
there are only a small amount of DX centers for all the
dopant concentrations; thus, the DX center can be ignored.
The population of the DDX center depends on the dopant
concentration. It is clear that at low dopant concentrations,
the DDX center hardly exists in the system, thus it can
be neglected. However, when the dopant concentration is
higher than 1018 cm−3, the DDX center starts to appear. In
hyperdoped systems (>1019 cm−3), it becomes significant.

The appearance of the DDX centers makes the hyper-
doping different from the impurity doping. Because the
DDX centers are negligible at low dopant concentration,
for shallow donors, the free-electron carrier concentration
increases linearly with the dopant concentration. However,
in the hyperdoping case, because of the existence of the
DDX centers, the free-electron carrier concentration tends to
saturate. Furthermore, in the impurity doping case, the anion

site donors should be employed for better n-type performance
to avoid the formation of the DX centers. For hyperdoping,
however, because the DDX centers are more difficult to form
on the cation site, the cation site donors should be better. The
appearance of the DDX centers depends on temperature. At
higher temperature, the entropy term plays a more important
role and therefore the DDX centers start to appear at higher
dopant concentration. This indicates that free-electron carrier
concentration depends on the annealing temperature. At a fixed
dopant concentration, a better n-type material can be achieved
by high-temperature annealing.

Our result can explain some puzzling experimental ob-
servations. For example, when the dopant (Se or Te) con-
centration in GaAs is high, it is observed that27,28 at high
annealing temperature the free-carrier concentration increases
almost linearly with the dopant concentration, but at low
annealing temperature the free-carrier concentration saturates
as the dopant concentration is higher than 1019 cm−3. These
observations are in agreement with our results, because at
high temperature the DDX center is more difficult to form
but at low temperature it can form more easily to limit the
free-carrier concentration. Furthermore, the x-ray scattering
measurements suggest that at low annealing temperature
dopant pairs along the 〈110〉 direction are formed,27 which is
again in agreement with our DDX model of group-VI dopants
[see Fig. 1(d)].

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, using first-principles calculations we have
calculated the formation of the DX and DDX centers in GaAs.
We have shown that the microscopic structure of defects and
their chemical trends can be drastically different at low dopant
concentration and at high dopant concentration. We find that
at high dopant concentration, a defect complex denoted as
the DDX center becomes the dominant free-carrier “killer”
defect. The DDX center has opposite site preference to the
DX center. The structures for the DDX centers are identified
and the general chemical trends are explained in terms of
a simple Coulomb interaction model. The mechanism we
proposed here is in agreement with previous experimental
observations.
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